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Visual-auditory interaction
in speeded classification:

Role of stimulus difference

ELISHEVABEN-ARTZI and LAWRENCE E. MARKS
John B. Pierce Laboratory and Yale University, New Haven, Connecticut

An experiment examined cross-modal interference and congruence in speeded classification: Sub
jects had to identify compound (visual-auditory) stimuli as either low or high in spatial position (vi
sualjudgment) or low or high in pitch (auditory judgment), in 16 conditions, each of which combined
one of four possible pairs of tones, varying in frequency difference, with one of four possible pairs
of dots, varying in positional difference. Both classification by position and classification by pitch
revealed Garner interference (poorer performance than baseline, with orthogonal variation in the ir
relevant dimension) and congruence effects (better performance with congruent than with incon
gruent stimulus combinations), but pitch classification showed more. Furthermore, the size of the
pitch difference strongly affected classification by pitch and less strongly affected classification by
position, but the size of the position difference affected neither. The findings are consistent with the
view that Garner interference and congruence effects are closely related, perhaps arising from a com
mon source, and suggest that the asymmetries could depend in part on the degree of dimensional
overlap between stimuli and responses.

Research in recent decades has revealed complex, and
not yet well understood, interactions in the perceptual
processing of multimodal and multidimensional stimuli.
Especially notable is research concerning the extent to
which different components of complex stimuli are at
tended selectively-that is, perceived distinctively-and
how various experimental parameters, such as the task
and the nature of the stimulus, affect attentional selec
tivity (Garner, 1974, 1976; Lockhead, 1972, 1979; Shep
ard,1964).

A stream of empirical works on the nature and variety
of dimensional interactions emanated from Garner's
(1974, 1976; Garner & Felfoldy, 1970) theoretical and
empirical formulations. Originally, Garner identified two
categories of pairs of dimensions-namely, integral and
separable-defining these categories in terms ofpatterns
of performance in well-defined procedures of speeded
classification. In speeded-classification experiments,
subjects are asked to classify a complex stimulus ac
cording to its value on a single, relevant, experimenter
determined dimension while ignoring the value on an ir
relevant dimension. For example, the relevant dimension
might be the pitch ofa tone, and the irrelevant dimension
might be its loudness (in the case of a unimodal auditory
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stimulus) or the position of a dot (in the case of a bi
modal, auditory-visual stimulus). Response time (RT) is
commonly the primary measure of performance.

Typically, the two stimulus dimensions are variously
combined so as to form three tasks:

I. In baseline classification, stimuli vary only in the
dimension to be classified (relevant dimension) while
the irrelevant dimension is held at a constant value. Clas
sification performance in baseline tasks indicates the
ease with which each dimension is identified separately,
thereby making it possible to compare performance on
the two dimensions.

2. In correlated classification, the two dimensions
vary together, either positively or negatively. Superior
performance (shorter RT) in tasks using correlated di
mensions relative to baseline is presumably related to the
fact that, on each trial, the value on the relevant dimen
sion can be fully predicted by the value on the irrelevant
dimension. Such superiority is termed a redundancy ef
fect, and it indicates that information from a putatively ir
relevant dimension can facilitate perceptual classifica
tion. Note, however, that the presence of redundancy gain
is not crucial for making assertions about selectivity of
attention (see Ashby & Maddox, 1994; Mullennix &
Pisoni, 1990; Repp & Lin, 1990).

3. In orthogonal classification, all possible values on
the two dimensions are combined orthogonally, elimi
nating the possibility of reliably predicting the value on
one dimension from that on the other. Orthogonal classi
fication is also called a filtering task, after Posner's
(1964) definition, for the subject is required to filter out
the variation on the irrelevant dimension while attending
to the relevant dimension. In speeded-classification par-
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adigms, the ability to attend selectively to one dimension
is quantified by the difference between performance in
orthogonal tasks and baseline tasks: The greater the RT
in orthogonal tasks relative to baseline, a measure known
as Garner interference (Pomerantz, 1983, 1986), the
more difficult it is to attend selectively to the relevant
dimension.

Since the early 1970s, many researchers have investi
gated the perceptual relations between various pairs of
dimensions. Their findings reveal two basic types of in
terdimensional perceptual relation: interacting and sep
arable. With interacting pairs of dimensions, such as
brightness and saturation, performance on orthogonal
tasks is worse than that at baseline, but performance on
correlated tasks is better. With separable dimensions
such as color and shape, on the other hand, performance
is equivalent on all three tasks. Nonetheless, recent stud
ies suggest that dimensional interaction depends also on
determinants of the task and the stimuli involved, such
as instructions encouraging more integral or separable
processing of the dimensions (Foard & Kemler Nelson,
1984; Melara, Marks, & Lesko, 1992; Smith & Kemler
Nelson, 1984) and the size of the difference between the
values on the irrelevant dimension (Melara & Mounts,
1994). Akin to the ways in which judgments of percep
tual magnitudes depend on stimulus context (e.g., Marks,
1988, 1992), both Garner interference and congruence in
loudness classification increase monotonically as the
difference between the (irrelevant) values of pitch in
crease in size (Melara & Mounts, 1994).

Melara and Mounts's (1994) findings suggest that the
dimensional interactions evident in speeded classifica
tion depend systematically on the values on the irrele
vant stimulus dimension. In the limiting case, of course,
when the difference between the values on the irrelevant
dimension is reduced to the point at which they become
virtually indistinguishable, even without time constraint
(i.e., reducing the difference to less than a JND), from
the subject's perspective there would be no perceptual
variation on the irrelevant dimension, and, consequently,
the filtering task would essentially become a baseline
task. So it is not surprising to find that increasing the dif
ference between values on the irrelevant dimension acts,
over some range of values, to increase the degree ofGar
ner interference and congruence. On the other hand, we
might expect that holding the values on the irrelevant di
mension constant and increasing the difference between
the values on the relevant dimension might reduce the
amount of Garner interference; this prediction follows
from the expectation that the greater the difference be
tween stimuli being classified, the easier it is to attend
selectively. This matter is explored in the present study,
which asks how the choice of values on both the relevant
and the irrelevant stimulus dimensions affects performance.

Melara and Mounts (1994) tested the auditory dimen
sions of loudness and pitch, a pair ofdimensions that not
only interact (i.e., show Garner interference) but also
are, in Garner's terms, integral; that is, every auditory
percept must have coexisting values of loudness and

pitch (and, according to some accounts, integral dimen
sions interact in speeded classification because early
processing is holistic: Garner, 1974; Lockhead, 1972,
1979; Shepard, 1964). Even if some pairs of interacting
dimensions are initially processed holistically (a view
that has been questioned, e.g., by Melara, Marks, &
Potts, 1993), others almost certainly are not. Although
Garner (1974) originally categorized pairs of dimensions
as either integral (showing Garner interference) or sepa
rable (not showing interference), subsequent research re
vealed interacting pairs of dimensions that cannot easily
be categorized as integral (Callaghan, Lasaga, & Garner,
1986; Carrell, Smith, & Pisoni, 1981; Marks, 1987;
Melara, 1989; Melara & Marks, 1990a; Melara &
O'Brien, 1987; Mullennix & Pisoni, 1990; Pomerantz,
1983, 1986; for a review, see Pomerantz, Pristach, &
Carson, 1989) and that suggest, further, the existence of
a broad category of interacting dimensions that may not
necessarily be processed holistically.

Notable among nonintegral but interacting pairs are
cross-modally corresponding dimensions, the topic of
the present study. With bimodal stimuli in which the
auditory component varies in pitch and the visual com
ponent varies in vertical position, pitch and position
interact, Garner interference and congruence being hall
marks of these interactions. Yet stimuli compounded of
tones and lights are presumably not processed initially as
wholes. Pitch and position, as well as several other pairs
ofauditory and visual dimensions (e.g., pitch and bright
ness), themselves show communality in several domains
besides speeded classification, such as synesthesia (see
Marks, 1975, 1978), cross-modal matching and similar
ity (e.g., Marks, 1974, 1978, 1987, 1989; Marks, Ham
meal, & Bornstein, 1987; Melara & O'Brien, 1987), and
cross-modal metaphor (Marks, 1982a, 1982b; Marks
et al., 1987). As already mentioned, a notable feature of
cross-modal interactions in speeded classification is the
presence of a Stroop-like congruence effect: Responses
are faster to congruent pairs of stimuli (e.g., high audi
tory pitch/high visual position) than to incongruent pairs
(e.g., high pitch/low position) (Marks, 1987; Melara &
Marks, 1990a, 1990b). The presence of synesthetic re
lations between pairs of dimensions, such as pitch and
brightness, pitch and position, and pitch and shape,
suggest that cross-modally corresponding dimensions
are processed by a common perceptual or semantic
mechanism.

The present study asks whether and how interactions
-between the cross-modally interacting dimensions of
pitch and position depend on ~pi' the difference between
the values of sound frequency, and on ~po, the difference
between the vertical spatial positions. Studies to date on
visual-auditory interactions in speeded classification
have assigned a single pair of stimulus levels to each
signal; for instance, a study of auditory pitch and visual
position might test performance with a single pair of
sound frequencies and a single pair of dots displayed in
the vertical plane. Yet it seems likely that the ability to
attend selectively to either dimension will depend on the



choice of stimulus values on both dimensions. For ex
ample, a common view is that dimensional interaction is
greatest when the values on the relevant and irrelevant
dimensions produce equal baseline performance-r-im
plying that information on both dimensions is processed
at about the same speed. By manipulating both ~po and
~pi systematically in this study, we produce stimulus
conditions in which baseline performance is better in
identification of position, better in identification of
pitch, and the same in both (cf. Melara & Mounts, 1994).

A possible outcome of special interest is interaction
(e.g., Garner interference) when baseline performance is
actually worse on the irrelevant dimension than on the
relevant dimension. In such a case, the existence of inter
ference produced by orthogonal variation in the irrelevant
dimension would imply that even partial information ac
cruing on that dimension can affect classification, an out
come particularly compatible with accrual models ofRTs
in information processing (e.g., Petrusic, 1992; Vickers,
1970). In this regard, results of Melara and O'Brien
( 1987) suggest strong asymmetry in pitch-position inter
actions: Melara and O'Brien found much greater Garner
interference when subjects classified by pitch while po
sition varied orthogonally than when subjects classified
by position while pitch varied orthogonally; and congru
ence effects were greater in judgments of pitch than in
judgments of position. Unfortunately, baseline per
formance in that study was substantially better when
subjects judged position rather than pitch; thus, the
asymmetry in the results might be the fortuitous outcome
of the position differences' being more "potent" than the
pitch differences, with information about position being
processed more rapidly.

Alternatively, however, there may exist ineluctable
asymmetries in the processing of visual and auditory in
formation (see, e.g., Colavita & Weisberg, 1979; Egeth
& Sager, 1977). These asymmetries are typically ex
plained by proposing that visual signals tend to be sam
pled first (Colavita, 1974) or receive relatively more at
tention than auditory signals (Colavita & Weisberg, 1979;
Egeth & Sager, 1977; Posner, Nissen, & Klein, 1976). To
compare conditions in which baseline performance on
the relevant and irrelevant dimension is both matched
and mismatched may help clarify the processes underly
ing visual-auditory interactions.

METHOD

Subjects
Five men and seven women with no hearing problems were paid

$6 per hour to participate. The subjects were mostly students from
Yale University.

Stimuli and Apparatus
The experiment was conducted with a PC 486DX computer

operating at 33 MHz, which produced the visual stimuli and mea
sured the response time in milliseconds. Visual stimuli were 0.4
ern dots positioned above or below the midline of the 20.5 X

L,7.7 cm monitor; viewed at a distance of 50 em, each dot sub
tended a visual angle of 0.45°. Auditory signals were sinusoids
produced by a signal-generating module (Coulbourn Instruments,
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Lehigh Valley, PAl, whose output, controlled by the computer, was
gated with 25-msec rise and decay, amplified, attenuated, and then
delivered to a Realistic Minimus speaker. Signal levels were cali
brated (dB on the C scale) with a General Radio 1565-B sound
level meter. The experiment was controlled by a combined QBa
sic/Turbo Pascal program. RTs were measured with a dedicated
Turbo Pascal unit (Haussmann, 1992).

Each trial comprised a combination of a low-pitched or high
pitched tone and a low-positioned or high-positioned dot. Thus
there were four possible stimuli in each experimental condition
low pitch-low position, low pitch-high position, high pitch-low
position, and high pitch-high position. Further, by defining 4 dif
ferent pairs ofvalues oflow and high frequency and 4 different pairs
of values of low and high spatial position, we produced 16 differ
ent experimental conditions. Pairs of frequencies were: 600 and
680 Hz; 460 and 820 Hz; 320 and 960 Hz; and 180 and 1100 Hz;
thus ~pi varied from 80 to 920 Hz, with center frequency constant
at 640 Hz. The visual stimuli were dots positioned high and low.
The pairs of dot positions, above and below midline, were as fol
lows: 5 cm above and 5 em below (2.85°); 7 ern and 7 ern (3.96°);
9 em and 9 ern (5.14°); and II ern and 11 cm (6.28°). Thus, ~po

varied from 10 to 22 cm.

Tasks
Five pitch-classification tasks and five position-classification

tasks were constructed for each condition. Among each set of five
tasks, two were single-dimension (baseline) tasks, one was a pos
itively correlated dimensions task, one was a negatively correlated
dimensions task, and one was an orthogonal-dimensions task. Each
task consisted of24 trials, and every set of five tasks was preceded
by a practice run of 24 trials, identical to one of the two baseline
tasks for the dimension to be classified. Practice runs were coun
terbalanced across subjects and conditions. In single-dimension
tasks, subjects identified stimuli as low or high on one dimension
while the value on the other dimension was held constant at one of
the two possible values. For example, in one of the single
dimension pitch-identification tasks, all tones were paired with
the low-positioned dot, whereas in the other single-dimension
pitch-identification task, all tones were paired with the high
positioned dot. In the two correlated-dimensions tasks, the value
on the relevant dimension varied in either positive or negative cor
relation with the value on the irrelevant dimension. In the posi
tively correlated position task, for instance, the high-positioned dot
was always paired with the high-pitched tone, and the low-positioned
dot was always paired with the low-pitched tone. Finally, in the
orthogonal-dimensions tasks, both possible values on the irrele
vant dimension were randomly associated with each value on the
relevant dimension. Thus, in these tasks, both the high-pitched and
the low-pitched tones were paired with low-positioned dots in half
of the trials and with high-positioned dots in the other half of the
trials. Order of trials within a task was randomized differently for
each subject and for each condition. In total, subjects performed
3,840 trials (24 trials per task X 10 tasks per condition X 16 stimu
lus conditions), plus practice trials, over the course offive sessions.

Procedure
The experiment was conducted in a darkened, sound-isolated

room. The height of the screen was adjusted individually for each
subject in order to align the subject's eyes with the screen's mid
line. Each session began with a loudness match, determined by
using a modified method oflimits: The subject heard four sequen
ces of pairs of tones: a constant-level (70-dB) high-frequency tone
and a variable-level low-frequency tone; in two sequences, the low
tone increased in level in steps of 1.5 dB, starting at 60 dB, and in
the other two, the low tone decreased in level in similar steps, start
ing at 83 dB. After each trial, the subject pressed one of two keys
to indicate whether the tones were equal or di ffcrcnt in loudness.
and each sequence ended when the subject indicated that the loud-
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Table 1
Mean Reaction Times (in Milliseconds) for Judgments of Pitch and Position for Different LlpiS and LlpoS

Frequencies

600-680 Hz 460-820 Hz 320-960 Hz 180-1100 Hz
Position Difference Position Difference Position Difference Position Difference

Tasks 10 14 18 22 10 14 18 22 10 14 18 22 10 14 18 22

Pitch Judgments
Baseline 372 376 392 386 354 373 360 336 350 347 336 346 356 349 393 353
Positivelycorrelated 345 344 353 379 332 341 353 331 335 326 309 321 327 329 367 331
Negativelycorrelated 381 397 403 413 362 374 347 339 352 346 336 356 375 365 384 350
Orthogonal 382 391 410 412 370 375 379 357 377 363 374 364 381 371 429 368

Position Judgments
Baseline 330 322 336 351 342 345 344 318 349 338 329 329 348 346 362 341
Positivelycorrelated 331 321 323 342 316 333 327 311 331 320 318 319 323 321 340 328
Negativelycorrelated 334 338 326 345 335 336 330 309 347 321 330 327 344 342 355 336
Orthogonal 335 336 334 350 349 366 340 333 372 334 335 337 357 361 384 345

Note-Position difference is given in centimeters.

nesses were equal. The dB level of the low-pitched tone, averaged
across the four sequences, was defined as a match and then used
within the subsequent test condition. Thus this loudness-matching
procedure preceded each of the 16 conditions.

After matching tones for loudness, subjects performed the two
sets of five classification tasks. Each set was preceded by a single
dimension practice run that varied randomly across subjects and con
ditions. All five tasks for each dimension were performed in se
quence as a set. Order ofsets within a condition was counterbalanced
across conditions and across subjects, and order of tasks within each
set was randomized differently for each condition and subject. Prior
to each set, subjects read instructions on the screen informing them
whether the dimension to be classified was pitch or position.

Each trial consisted of a combination of tone (low or high) and
dot (low or high). The subject's task was to press the key labeled
"low" or "high" for a low or high tone or dot, depending on the task.
The subject initiated each trial by pressing the space bar. The stim
uli appeared 1 sec later and disappeared when the subject pressed
either response key. For each subject, the same assignment of keys
served for both dimensions and remained constant throughout the
sessions. The keys assigned to low and high responses were coun
terbalanced across subjects. RTs and errors were automatically re
corded. Only correct responses were further analyzed. Responses
longer than 800 msec were followed by a written message asking
subjects to try to respond faster. Prior to each task, the subjects were
informed of the dimension to be classified and were instructed to
ignore the irrelevant dimension. However, the instructions empha
sized that the subject should look at the monitor throughout the ex-

periment and respond as quickly and accurately as possible. Fol
lowing each task, subjects were informed of their RTs and errors.
Each condition lasted approximately 15 min, and subjects per
formed three conditions in the first four sessions and four condi
tions in the last session. Sessions were usually 1-3 days apart.

RESULTS

RTs (in milliseconds) were averaged and percentages
of errors were computed over trials and subjects, sepa
rately for each possible combination of stimuli (condi
tion) within each task. Average RTs and error percent
ages appear in Tables I and 2, respectively. The overall
error rate was 6.5%, typical for speeded classification; in
general, response speed and accuracy covaried posi
tively, with longer RTs associated with higher rates ofer
rors; because RTs provide a more sensitive measure ofper
formance, they serve here as the focus of the analysis.

In general, as described in detail below, there were five
main findings:

1. Overall-that is, pooled over all tasks and all values
ofthe stimuli-classification by position was better than
classification by pitch.

2. Classification of both pitch and position showed
Garner interference and congruence interactions.

Table 2
Percentage of Errors for Judgments of Pitch and Position for Different LlpiS and LlpoS

Frequencies

600-680 Hz 460-820 Hz 320-960 Hz 180-1100 Hz
Position Difference Position Difference Position Difference Position Difference

Tasks 10 14 18 22 10 14 18 22 10 14 18 22 10 14 18 22

Pitch Judgments
Baseline 8.3 12.7 10.\ 11.1 6.8 5.4 6.\ 6.4 5.2 6.1 6.2 8.2 5.9 6.8 6.6 5.2
Positivelycorrelated 5.2 6.9 4.5 2.1 4.2 1.4 4.5 4.2 3.8 1.7 4.2 2.4 3.8 1.4 2.4 3.1
Negativelycorrelated 11.8 14.2 13.9 13.2 5.2 9.0 6.2 6.9 5.9 4.9 4.9 6.6 7.6 6.6 4.9 3.8
Orthogonal 12.8 12.8 12.\ 13.9 7.6 10.1 13.9 10.4 9.0 12.1 9.0 9.4 10.8 10.1 10.4 8.3

Position Judgments
Baseline 8.5 6.8 5.6 8.0 8.0 6.2 5.6 6.2 6.4 5.2 5.7 6.4 6.9 6.9 4.7 5.0
Positivelycorrelated 8.3 5.2 4.2 3.1 4.2 2.4 3.1 4.2 4.2 4.2 3.5 2.1 3.1 2.4 1.7 2.1
Negativelycorrelated 7.6 6.6 4.9 10.4 2.8 5.2 4.2 3.8 5.2 2.1 4.2 3.8 9.4 6.6 6.6 3.8
Orthogonal 5.2 6.2 6.6 9.4 7.3 5.2 5.6 7.3 5.9 7.3 6.9 6.3 10.8 5.2 2.8 6.6

Note-Position difference is given in centimeters.
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Figure l. Mean overall response times (RTs) by frequency (pitch)
difference for judgments of pitch and position. Error bars represent
only within-subjects' standard errors, after variation between sub
jects was removed.

line tasks [t(ll) = 6.97,p < .001], and negatively corre
lated tasks did not differ reliably from baseline (6 msec;
n.s.). With position judgments, positively correlated
tasks were 14 msec faster than baseline tasks [t(11) =

7.1, P < .001], orthogonal tasks were 9 msec slower than
baseline tasks [t(11) = 2.22, P < .05], and negatively
correlated tasks were slightly faster (5 msec) than base
line tasks [t(ll) = 2.21, p < .05].1

Effect of Stimulus Difference
Figure 1 presents overall RTs for judgments of pitch

and position as a function of L1pi (pooled over all values
of L1po) , and Figure 2 presents RTs for pitch and position
judgments as a function of L1po (pooled over all values of
L1pi) . The difference in mean RTs is clear: Whereas L1po
had virtually no effect on either pitch or position judg
ments, L1pi had a relatively large effect on pitch judg
ments and a smaller effect on position judgments-an
outcome that is supported statistically by the significant
dimension X pitch difference interaction in RTs
[F(3,33) = 7.10, MSe = 3,482.73, p < .001]. Pairwise
t tests revealed that in pitch judgments, RT was 37 msec
greater when L1pi = 80 Hz than when L1pi = 640 Hz
[t( 11) = 2.31, P < .05], which in turn was marginally
smaller (18 msec) than when L1pi = 920 Hz [t(11) =
2.12, P = .057]. In position judgments, RT was 12 msec
greater when L1pi = 920 Hz than when L1pi = 640 Hz
[t( 11) = 2.45, p < .05], with all other differences non
significant. Thus the size of the pitch difference strongly
affected pitch and less strongly affected position judg
ments, while the size of the position difference affected
neither. Measures of error rates showed very similar pat
terns of results, as shown in Figures 3 and 4. Again, vari
ation in L1po did not affect either kind of judgment, as
indicated by the nonsignificant dimension X position
difference interaction in errors, whereas variation in L1pi

had a stronger effect on classifications by pitch than on
classifications by position, as reflected by the significant

Overall Performance
Consistent with previous reports, classification by po

sition was on the whole better than classification by
pitch, as manifested in both smaller RTs [337 vs. 362
msec; F(I,II) = 12.14, MSe = 20,543.03,p< .01] and
lower error rates [5.7% vs. 7.3%; F(I, II) = 7.33, MSe =
182.97,p < .05].

3. Interference and congruence alike were greater
when subjects classified by pitch than by position.

4. Whereas the difference in pitch (L1pj) modified clas
sification by both pitch and position, the difference in
position (L1po) had no effect.

5. Congruence effects were consistently evident when
subjects classified by pitch but much less so when they
classified by position and were greatest in orthogonal
tasks.

Two four-way multivariate analyses of variance
(MANOVAs) for repeated measures were applied to RTs
and to error rates, with dimension (pitch, position), pitch
difference (80, 360, 640, 920 Hz), position difference
(10, 14, 18, 22 em), and task (baseline, positive, nega
tive, orthogonal) as within-subjects variables.

Selective Attention: Effect ofTask
Overall performance varied across the four tasks, as

manifested in both speed [F(3,33) = 41.55, MSe =
1,663.68, P < .001] and accuracy [F(3,33) = 23.22,
MSe = 74.33,p < .001]. Pairwise ttests (two-tailed, here
and in subsequent analyses) revealed that performance in
negatively correlated tasks did not differ from perfor
mance at baseline, in either RT (351 vs. 350 msec) or er
rors (6.7% vs. 6.9%), but that performance in positively
correlated tasks was faster than that in baseline tasks
[332 vs. 350 rnsec; t( II) = 7.45, P < .00 I] and showed a
lower error rate [3.6% vs. 6.9%; t( II) = 5.29, p < .001].
On the other hand, performance in orthogonal tasks was
slower than that at baseline [364 vs. 350 rnsec; t( II) =
5.85,p < .001] and less accurate [8.7% vs. 6.9% ofer
rors; t(ll) = 3.64, p < .01]. Thus the results show the
typical pattern of dimensional interaction: failure of se
lective attention, indicated by the presence of Garner in
terference with orthogonal variation in the irrelevant di
mension, and some improvement in performance with
positively correlated dimensions.

Quantitatively, however, variation in the irrelevant di
mension did not affect classification by pitch and by po
sition equally. Performance at pitch classification dif
fered more across tasks than did performance at position
classification, as indicated by the significant interaction
ofdimension (pitch, position) X task (baseline, positive,
negative, orthogonal), which emerged for both RTs
[F(3,33) = 4.93, MSe = 1,782.15, P < .01] and errors
[F(3,33) = 6.90, MSe = 50.90,p < .01]. Pairwise ttests,
computed on RTs for different tasks, revealed different
patterns of results with judgments of pitch and position:
With pitch judgments, positively correlated tasks were
22 msec faster than baseline tasks [t(ll) = 5.17, P <
.001], orthogonal tasks were 20 msec slower than base-



of the 16 conditions revealed a significant advantage of
position over pitch judgments when ~pi was smallest,
80 Hz (all values of p < .05 for these four conditions),
again reflecting the floor effect with large ~pi. Therefore,
the degree of asymmetry between processing auditory
and visual signals depends to a much greater extent on
the values of the auditory stimuli than on the values of
the visual stimuli-at least with respect to processing the
dimensions of pitch and position.

Effect ofStimulus Difference on Selective Attention
Particularly informative is comparison of Garner

interference in conditions in which baseline RTs for
pitch and position judgments matched and in those in
which RTs did not match. When ~pi equaled or exceeded
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dimension X pitch difference interaction in errors [F(3,33)
= 5.09, MSe = 30.53,p < .01].

Effect ofStimulus Difference at Baseline
The asymmetrical effects of ~pi and ~po on speed in

classifying by pitch and by position are even more clear
when restricted to the RTs measured at baseline, as
shown in Figures 5 and 6. A three-way MANOVA for re
peated measures applied to baseline RTs, with dimen
sion (pitch, position), pitch difference (80, 360, 640,
920 Hz), and position difference (10, 14, 18, 22 em) as
within-subjects variables, revealed a significant dimen
sion X pitch difference interaction [F(3,33) = 10.52,
MSe = 667.02,p < .001]. Two MANOVAs for repeated
measures applied to baseline RTs, with the variable of
pitch difference, conducted separately for pitch and po
sition judgments, indicated that ~pi affected the former
[F(3,33) = 3.70, MSe = 3,035.5, P < .05], but not the
latter (F = .99). Pairwise t tests revealed pitch judg
ments to be significantly slower with small pitch differ
ences (~pi = 80 Hz) than larger ones [~pi = 640 Hz; 381
vs. 345 msec; t(ll) = 2.69, p < .05], presumably re
flecting a "floor effect" at the large values of ~pi.

Next, compare position judgments and pitch judg
ments at baseline, separately for each of the 16 condi
tions. Judgments of pitch were slower than those of po
sition when ~pi was smallest (~pi = 80 Hz), regardless of
the value of ~po. No reliable difference in RT between
pitch and position classification in baseline tasks
emerged at any other level of ~pi or ~po. Statistically, a
MANOVA applied to baseline RTs, with the variables of
condition (16) and dimension (pitch, position), revealed
an interaction between them [F(l5,165) = 2.40, MSe =
756.68, p < .0 I], indicating that baseline judgments of
pitch and position depended on the specific combination
of pitch and position difference. Pairwise t tests at each
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seven conditions, whereas position judgments showed
reliable amounts in only two. We inspected the baseline
RTs in each of the seven conditions in which Garner in
terference emerged only in judgments of pitch but not in
judgments of position. In four of these conditions, base
line RTs for judgments of pitch and position were not
only statistically indistinguishable but numerically al
most identical. For L1pi = 920 Hz and L1po = 14 ern, the
difference in baseline RTs for judgments ofpitch and po
sition was 3 msec; for L1pi = 920 Hz and L1po = 10 em the
difference was 8 msec; for L1p i = 640 Hz and L1po =
18 em, the difference was 7 msec, and for L1p i = 640 Hz
and L1po = 10 ern, the difference was only 1 msec. In the
four conditions in which pitch judgments gave longer
baseline RTs than did position judgments, pitch judg
ments did not show statistically significant Garner inter
ference, although some interference was evident. How
ever, in one of these conditions-s-A; = 80 Hz and L1po =
14 em-judgments ofposition do show a reliable Garner
interference, amounting to 15 msec (p < .05). In other
words, although the irrelevant dimension, pitch, was
classified more slowly at baseline than was the relevant
dimension, position, variations in pitch nevertheless in
terfered with the classification by position. Moreover, ex
cept for 1 of the 16 conditions (in which L1pi = 360 Hz
and L1po = 18 em), all conditions yielded asymmetric
auditory-visual interactions, there typically being more
visual interference with auditory classification than vice
versa.

Congruence Effects
To analyze effects of congruence, the four stimuli

were grouped in two categories: congruent combinations
(high pitch and high position; low pitch and low posi
tion) and incongruent combinations (high pitch and low
position; low pitch and high position). Then congruence
scores were calculated for each task by subtracting RT
for congruent stimuli from RT for incongruent stimuli.
These scores are listed in Table 4 for each value of L1p i

and L1po .

A four-way MANOVA was applied to congruence
scores for dimension, task (baseline, correlated, orthog
onal), pitch difference, and position difference, and this
revealed a significant main effect ofdimension [F( 1,II) =
15.21, MSe = 10,123.02, P < .01], indicating that con
gruence scores were higher for pitch judgments (30 msec)
than for position judgments (6 msec), and a significant
main effect of task [F(2,22) = 8.02, MSe = 7,603.52,
P < .0 I], indicating that congruence scores were greater
in the correlated tasks (19 msec) and orthogonal tasks
(30 msec) than at baseline (5 msec) [t(ll) = 4.37, P <
.0 I, and t( II) = 3.37, p < .0 I, respectively]. However,
these variations across tasks revealed themselves only in
pitch judgments and not in position judgments, as indi
cated by the significant dimension X task interaction
[F(2,22) = 21.20, MSe = 3,217.28, p < .001], and de
pended on the pitch difference, as indicated by the mar
ginally significant dimension X pitch difference X task
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Figure 5. Mean baseline response times (RTs) by frequency (pitch)
difference for judgments of pitch and position. Error bars represent
only within-subjects' standard errors, after variation between sub
jects was removed.

360 Hz-that is, in 12 of the 16 conditions-baseline
RTs obtained with judgments of pitch and position were
roughly equal; but when L1pi was small (80 Hz), below
the "floor"-that is, in the remaining four conditions
baseline judgments of position were considerably faster.

Table 3 gives the differences between orthogonal and
baseline RTs (i.e., Garner interference) for pitch and po
sitionjudgments. In the dozen conditions in which base
line RTs for pitch and position judgments did not differ
reliably (in which L1pi ~ 360 Hz), interference was clearly
more substantial in judgments ofpitch than in judgments
of position. Pairwise t tests indicated that pitch judg
ments showed reliable amounts ofGarner interference in

Figure 6. Mean baseline response times (RTs) by position differ
ence for judgments of pitch and position. Error bars represent only
within-subjects' standard errors, after variation between subjects
was removed.
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Table 3
Garner Interference for Judgments of Pitch and Position for Different ~piS and ~pos

Frequencies

600-680 Hz 460-820 Hz 320-960 Hz 180-1100 Hz
Position Difference Position Difference Position Difference Position Difference

Judgments 10 14 18 22 10 14 18 22 10 14 18 22 10 14 18 22

Pitch 10 15 18 26t 16* 2 19 22* 27t 15 38t 18 25* 21* 37* 15
Position 6 15* -1 -I 6 21* -4 15* 22 -4 6 8 10 14 22 5

Note-Position difference is given in centimeters. *p < .05. tp < .01. tp = .07.

interaction [F(6,66) = 2.20, MSe = 2,469.47, P = .05].
Two-way MANOVAs on congruence scores, using the
variables of task and pitch difference, conducted sepa
rately on pitch judgments and position judgments, re
vealed no significant effects of pitch difference or task in
judgments of position. In judgments of pitch, however,
effects of both pitch difference and task were significant
[F(3,33) = 13.18,MSe = 1,223.69,p<.01,andF(2,22) =
10.40, MSe = 612.87, p < .01, respectively], as was the
interaction between pitch difference and task [F(6,66) =

2.34, MSe = 890.00, p < .05]. Pairwise t tests indicated
that for congruence scores, judgments of pitch were
higher in correlated tasks (29 msec) and in the orthogo
nal task (56 msec) than at baseline (4 msec) [t(1l) =
4.39,p < .001, and t(1l) = 5.07,p < .001, respectively].
Moreover, as shown in Figures 7A and 7B, the size of the
pitch difference affected congruence scores only in
correlated tasks, with greater congruence scores for
dpi = 80 Hz (43.7) than for dpi = 360 Hz (16.1) [t(1l) =
2.44, p < .05].

DISCUSSION

The present findings suggest marked asymmetries in
auditory-visual interactions between the dimensions of
pitch and vertical position, as revealed in both Garner in
terference and congruence effects. To reiterate, there
were five main results.

First, performance at orthogonal tasks was poorer than
performance at baseline, and performance at positively
correlated tasks was better than performance at baseline;

but performance at negatively correlated tasks did not
differ from that at baseline. This outcome held for clas
sifications ofboth position and pitch and was manifested
in both RTs and error rates.

Second, Garner interference (increase in RT and error
rates in orthogonal tasks relative to baseline) was greater
with classification of pitch than with classification of
position, even when baseline levels ofRT were equivalent.
Thus, interactions themselves appear to be intrinsically
asymmetric with regard to modality,pitch judgments being
more susceptible to interference than position judgments.

Third, in baseline tasks, visual stimuli were classified
more quickly than auditory stimuli. Note, however, that
this was not universally true, for some pairs of auditory
stimuli were classified as quickly as the visual stimuli (in
general, baseline time for pitch classification decreased
as frequency difference increased, but baseline time for
position classification was independent of the stimulus
difference); thus the particular results clearly can depend
on the choice ofstimulus values. Nevertheless, the results
suggest that, where stimulus differences are large, and RT
is asymptotically small, classification of visual position
is probably faster than classification of auditory pitch.

Fourth, Garner interference was not only smaller in
classification of position than pitch, but performance in
classifying position was virtually independent ofthe lev
els of the visual and auditory stimuli. By way ofcontrast,
performance in classifying pitch was poorer (overall RT
and error rate were greater) and showed larger congru
ence effects when the pitch differences were small than
when they were large. This outcome is consistent with

Table 4
Mean Congruence Scores (Incongruent Minus Congruent, in Milliseconds) for Judgments of

Pitch and Position for Different ~piS and ~pos

Frequencies

600-680 Hz 460-820 Hz 320-960 Hz 180-1100 Hz
Position Difference Position Difference Position Difference Position Difference

Tasks 10 14 18 22 10 14 18 22 10 14 18 22 10 14 18 22

Pitch Judgments
Baseline -9 -6 0 2 15 -9 8 9 -2 11 I 3 18 -1 5 22
Correlated 37 54 51 34 29 33 -6 8 17 20 27 35 48 36 18 19
Orthogonal 51 69 55 69 45 54 49 56 77 76 40 -14 78 60 82 48

Position Judgments
Baseline 10 6 7 12 4 -3 10 9 5 -3 9 2 8 9 0 10
Correlated 3 16 4 3 19 3 3 -I 16 2 12 8 21 20 15 8
Orthogonal -23 -32 -14 21 36 39 -15 28 14 23 -I 2 16 4 -31 4

Note-Position difference is given in centimeters.
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Figure 7. (a) Mean congruence scores for baseline, correlated, and
orthogonal tasks by frequency (pitch) difference for judgments of
pitch. Error bars represent only within-subjects' standard errors,
after variation between subjects was removed. (b) Mean congruence
scores for baseline, correlated, and orthogonal tasks by frequency
(pitch) difference for judgments of position. Error bars represent
only within-subjects' standard errors, after variation between sub
jects was removed.

the notion that the interactions in pitch judgments, but
not position judgments, depend directly on the magni
tude of the subjective differences on the relevant and ir
relevant dimensions.

Fifth, strong congruence effects were evident when
subjects classified by pitch, much less so when they clas
sified by position, were greatest in orthogonal tasks, and
depended only on the pitch difference and not on the po
sition difference. It is possible, for instance, that pitch
shares more with position than position shares with
pitch, that pitch has some degree of "positionality,"
whereas spatial position lacks "pitchness," or that the
overlap between the stimuli and responses-the charac
teristics of stimulus-response compatibility-in the pres
ent task depend on whether the relevant dimension is
pitch or position, a conjecture to which we return later.
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Taken as a whole, these findings conform to those of
Melara and O'Brien (1987), and they suggest some kind
of "priority" in the processing of visual over auditory
stimuli. That is, the greater vulnerability ofauditory clas
sification to interference by orthogonal variation in an ir
relevant visual stimulus, evident in the results of Melara
and O'Brien, was probably not the fortuitous outcome of
a mismatch in baseline levels of performance. Support
ing the hypothesis of visual priority are findings ob
tained in cued RT tasks, in which visual and auditory
stimuli, matched for subjective magnitude, have been pre
sented together, showing that subjects respond predomi
nantly to the visual stimulus, being unaware in some cases
that the tone has even been presented (Colavita, 1974;
Colavita, Tomko, & Weisberg, 1976; Colavita & Weis
berg, 1979). This visual dominance was reduced but not
abolished when the subjects were instructed to respond
to the tones on conflicting trials, or when the tone was
made twice as intense as the light (Colavita, 1974; Cola
vita et al., 1976).

In attempts to decide whether the locus of the effect
was sensory or decisional-attentional, Egeth and Sager
(1977) found that the visual dominance was independent
of stimulus intensity but was affected by instructions
and by the probability of light and tone trials, leading
these investigators to conclude that visual dominance
presumably involves high-level processes. Posner et al.
(1976) have suggested that visual dominance derives
from a tendency to compensate for the visual system's
small intrinsic attentional-generating ability. In this
view, because visual stimuli have weaker capacity to
elicit attention than have auditory stimuli, we learn to di
rect attention to visual stimuli. Additional support for
the attentional hypothesis of visual dominance is pro
vided by Colavita and Weisberg (1979), who found dom
inance of vision over audition in cued RTs to the offset
of the stimuli, a finding that can be explained better in
terms of attentional rather than sensory differences.

Our inference that the visual modality is dominant
over the auditory is based on the larger interference in
pitch judgments than in position judgments when levels
of pitch and position are equally discriminable. Given
that pitch discriminability and position discriminability
were virtually identical in four conditions, we tentatively
conclude that these findings reflect a dominance of vi
sion over audition. However, we must qualify this con
clusion, because, in general, baseline RTs for position
hover around a "floor" that is lower than the corre
sponding "floor" in baseline RTs for pitch. Therefore, it
would be useful to examine visual-auditory interference
with differences in position that are smaller than 10 em,
and hence greater baseline RTs.

Role ofStimulus-Response Compatibility
Perhaps the asymmetries between processing of the

visual and auditory signals are related to the degree of
overlap between the percepts and the overt responses re
quired in these tasks (cf. Kornblum, Hasbroucq, &
Osman, 1990). In particular, we suggest that there may
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be an intrinsic stimulus-response similarity, or perhaps
a commonality, when subjects classify by spatial posi
tion, a similarity that resides jointly in the spatial char
acter of the response processes and the perception of
vertical spatial positions; such a similarity is lacking, or
considerably weaker, when subjects classify by pitch. In
the present experiment, and in other related ones, the re
sponse itself is based in a spatial relation-the subjects
learn that one relevant stimulus is defined by the right
key and the other by the left key, presumably without
processing the position semantically in terms of "high"
and "low." Because vertical position is, ipso facto, also
spatial, we suggest that stimulus-response encoding may
be particularly efficient under these circumstances, and,
consequently, that encoding may be relatively immune to
interference by irrelevant variations in other stimulus di
mensions, such as pitch, whose spatiality is only tangen
tial or weak (but see Marks, 1994).

This is to say that spatially based (whether left-right
or other) responses to signals differing in position very
likely are made in the absence of (or perhaps prior to)
any conscious recognition of their position being high or
low. By contrast, the spatial characteristic of auditory
signals is presumably more modest, though perhaps not
absent (cf. Romer & Butler, 1968). As a consequence, it
may require greater cognitive mediation to link values of
pitch to spatially defined responses. Given this line of
reasoning, we tentatively suggest that the slow responses
to pitch relative to responses to position, found in our
study and others (e.g., Melara & O'Brien, 1987), may re
sult not only from intrinsic differences in the perceptual
processing of these dimensions but also, to some extent
at least, from differences in the degree of processing re
quired in order to link pitch and position to spatially lat
eralized responses. Recall further that in only 2 out of 16
conditions did orthogonal variation in pitch affect clas
sification by visual position, a finding that is also con
sistent with our view that processing of visual stimuli
may not be only intrinsically faster than processing of
auditory stimuli, but further that the spatial nature of the
response permits a preferentially spatial, nonsemantic
processing of the visual stimuli.

One implication is clear: One should consider other
modes ofresponse before generalizing from experiments
of this type about the underlying perceptual processing.
For instance, one might compare results obtained with a
nonspatial (e.g., oral) response. We suggest that the en
tire pattern ofperformance might reverse if, say, the sub
ject's response consisted oflow-pitched and high-pitched
vocalizations (perhaps uttering the vowels 101 and iii). In
support of this hypothesis are studies suggesting that at
least part of the Stroop effect may be attributed to the
compatibility between the processing of the stimulus and
the mode of response (McClain, 1983a, 1983b; Redding
& Gerjets, 1977; Virzi & Egeth, 1985).

McClain (1983a), for instance, found a smaller color
word Stroop effect when subjects responded by pressing
buttons labeled with the color names instead of naming

colors orally. Further, interference was absent when the
subjects pressed buttons labeled with color patches. Cor
respondingly, with auditory words and pitches, a Stroop
effect appeared only when the irrelevant dimension and
the response mode were compatible (pitch-hum, word
verbal, word-button) and not when they differed (pitch
verbal, pitch-button, word-hum) (McClain, 1983b). Yet
compatibility may not suffice to explain asymmetric
Stroop effects, given that such effects are small, but not
absent, when the stimulus dimension and mode of re
sponse are incompatible. Moreover, in one of the several
analogues developed to Stroop effects, the "flanker" task
(Eriksen & Eriksen, 1974; Flowers & Wilcox, 1982), rel
evant letters (or words, in later versions) appear in well
designated locations, simultaneously with irrelevant let
ters (i.e., "noise") presented in irrelevant locations.
Typically, RT to the relevant stimuli increases when the
relevant and irrelevant stimuli differ (see Yeh & Eriksen,
1984). Because in flanker tasks, both the relevant and ir
relevant stimuli belong to the same dimension, interfer
ence effects emerging in such tasks probably depend on
specific stimulus-response associations rather than the
relation between dimensions and response modes.

Role ofStimulus Difference
Asymmetry is also evident in the ways that pitch differ

ences and position differences affected performance.
One might expect that the smaller the difference between
the values on the dimension being classified, the more
vulnerable the classification would be to interference by
orthogonal variation in the irrelevant stimulus, and fur
ther, that this interference would be greater when the dif
ference in the values on the irrelevant stimulus was large.
Although this outcome did obtain when subjects classi
fied by pitch, classification by visual position was unaf
fected by either the values of spatial position (i.e., the
relevant dimension) or the values of pitch (i.e., the irrel
evant dimension).

Why are more similar pairs of tones (assuming, as
seems reasonable, that similarity is inversely related to
l1pi) classified more slowly than dissimilar pairs of
tones? Given that RT reflects the time needed to encode
each tone as "high" or "low," it is likely that speed of re
sponse indicates the time needed to accrue sufficient in
formation to reach a criteriallevel (see, e.g., Grice, 1968,
Petrusic, 1992, and Link, 1992, as examples of accrual
models of choice RT). By this view, faster RTs reflect
faster encoding or accrual of relevant information.

.Nevertheless, it is also possible that all tones are encoded
at more or less the same rate, but that greater variation in
stimulus frequency (greater l1pi) makes each presenta
tion of a tone more salient, and therefore more arousing,
thereby evoking quicker response. If so, one would pre
dict a phenomenon similar to "inhibition ofreturn" (Pos
ner, Rafal, Choate, & Vaughan, 1985): Salience and
arousal should be smaller, and hence RT should be
greater, with repetition of the same signal frequency on
successive trials, but the difference between RT to Fre-



quency I following Frequency I and RT to Frequency I
following Frequency 2 should be much greater when l1pi

is great than when l1pi is small.

Gamer Interference and Effects of Congruence
That visual-auditory asymmetries reveal themselves

in both Garner interference and congruence raises the
question, What processes underlie the asymmetries? Re
call that Garner interference refers to an overall impair
ment in performance due to variation in the values on an
irrelevant dimension or in an irrelevant stimulus, re
gardless of the specific pairing of the values. Congru
ence effects, however, are defined on particular stimulus
stimulus pairings and may be related to Stroop effects,
which have been considered to derive from incongruence
of signals within each trial (see Pomerantz et al., 1989).
The Stroop effect is commonly called an impairment
(usually slowdown) in responding to complex stimuli
containing conflicting information, in comparison with
responding to neutral stimuli varying only in the at
tended dimension (Pieters, 1981; Shor, 1975; Stroop,
1935). Although Stroop used only color words with col
ored ink, the hundreds of subsequent studies have
demonstrated analogous effects with other dimensions
and modalities, such as visual combinations of picture
word (Lupker& Katz, 1982; Rosinki, Golinkoff, & Kuk
ish, 1975), or word-arrow (Shor, 1970), as well as audi
tory combinations of word-pitch (Hamers & Lambert,
1972; Melara & Marks, 1990c).

Although both Stroop effects and Garner interference
are considered measures of dimensional interaction, they
are sometimes believed to involve different processes
(Pomerantz et al., 1989). Recent models of Stroop ef
fects (Cohen, Dunbar, McClelland, 1990; Logan, 1980)
concentrate on attentional processes in perceiving and
analyzing simultaneously presented contradictory infor
mation. That is, the Stroop impairment is thought to de
rive from content-dependent intratrial interference. In
contrast, Garner interference is defined and computed as
the impairment in performance evoked by random vari
ation (and thus unpredictability), as compared with con
stant presentation, of the irrelevant stimulus. Because
both congruent and incongruent combinations of the rel
evant and irrelevant stimuli are averaged in orthogonal
tasks, the increase in RT in these tasks is considered to
stem from the intertrial irregularity of the relevant
irrelevant stimuli combinations, and not from the spe
cific intrastimulus content relations.

Garner interference and Stroop effects may, however,
involve common processes. As in other studies (e.g.,
Melara & O'Brien, 1987), the congruence effects found
here in judgments of pitch were evident only in orthog
onal and correlated tasks but were absent in baseline
conditions. That is, congruence seems to emerge on the
basis ofrelative values on two dimensions (see Clark &
Brownell, 1975). Congruence effects may be due not
only to the existence of incongruent perceptual relations
between values on two dimensions but also to the shifts
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between congruent and incongruent pairings over trials,
shifts that may act to prevent habituation to the irrelevant
stimulus, as presumably also occurs in the generation of
Garner interference. Consequently, Garner interference
and congruence effects should be closely related. Sup
porting this reasoning is our finding that the magnitude
of the pitch difference had similar effects on Garner in
terference and congruence effects. Other support is pro
vided by studies showing that Stroop effects are always
accompanied by Garner interference, though Garner in
terference need not be accompanied by Stroop effects
(see Pomerantz et al., 1989). It should be noted, ofcourse,
that Stroop or congruence effects require some corre
spondence between dimensions, whereas Garner inter
ference does not.
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NOTE

I. We tested the possibility of practice effects on Garner interference
by applying MANOVAs to interference scores (orthogonal minus base
line RTs) for pitch judgments and position judgments using the ses
sion's order of the conditions (1-5) as the within-subjects variable.
Neither pitch judgments nor position judgments showed a practice ef
fect [F(4,44) = .87 and 1.90, respectively].
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